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04 03 2018 at 1600   Kresta in the Afternoon   120 minutes   Broadcaster, journalist, author and public speaker, Al 
Kresta takes a closer look at current events, issues, and ideas.  Today Jerry Usher is hosting for Al.  In the first hour 
Pete Burak joins Jerry to talk about the Sister Jean madness.  The NCAA men’s basketball tournament came to an 
end last night with Villanova’s victory over Michigan. Like always, March Madness was full of shocking upsets, 
highlight-reel plays and clutch performances. But the story of the year was, without a doubt, the underdog Loyola-
Chicago Ramblers and their chaplain, Sister Jean.  The national media, which typically ignores stories with a 
religious aspect, fell in love with the 98 year old nun.  What made the story so appealing?  Pete & Jerry take a look 
at the relationship between church and sports.  Also, French Lt Col Arnaud Beltrame died after he offered to take the 
place of a female hostage being used as a human shield by an ISIS gunman.  He has been mourned across the 
country and world, but much of the local press has failed to explore his strong Catholic faith.  Terry Mattingly joins 
Jerry to talk about this issue.  In the last segment of this hour, Lorene Duquin joins Jerry to talk about the difference 
between being a grandparent and being a Catholic grandparent, about incorporating faith, hope love and fun into 
your relationship with your grandchildren.

In the second hour, Matthew Bunson joins Jerry to talk about a recent meeting with Pope Francis and Italian 
journalist Eugenio Scalfari who claimed the pontiff told him there is no Hell.  The Vatican quickly denied the report, 
citing thousands of years of Church teaching and multiple examples of Francis affirming the existence of Hell.  This 
is not Francis’ first run in with Scalfari, who prides himself on never taking notes during an interview.  In the second 
segment, Producer David AR White joins Jerry to talk about a church destroyed.  A congregation silenced.  A 
relationship shattered.  Yet even in life’s darkest valleys, a small flame can light the way toward healing and hope.  
This is the story of God’s Not Dead, A Light In Darkness, a film that White produced.  In the last segment, Avera 
Maria Santo, a devout Catholic blogger, who is living with same-sex attraction, joins Jerry to discuss her struggles 
and how she is strengthened by Gods grace.

04 17 2018 at 1600   Kresta in the Afternoon   120 minutes   Broadcaster, journalist, author and public speaker, Al 
Kresta takes a closer look at current events, issues, and ideas.  In the first hour Al talks with Monica Miller as she 
and other pro-life leaders are gearing up for another protest of the nation’s largest abortion provider, scheduled for 
Saturday, April 28.  Al also interviews Eric Scheidler about the reason for these protests and how people can sign 
up.  In the second segment, Al talks with Ron Rychlak, about CNN’s flawed analysis of Pope Pius XII in their 
series, Pope, The Most Powerful Man in the World.  Catholics can be encouraged by the extraordinary evidence for 
their faith, evidence which is stronger and more accessible than any point in history. A prime example is the 
Church’s involvement in World War II to rescue Jews and resist Hitler.  In recent years there has been more 
evidence to support this.  Unfortunately, not everyone is listening.  Evidently CNN isn’t.  In the last segment of this 
hour, Al comments on CNN’s misunderstanding the purpose of the church.

In the second hour, Al talks with Mindy Belz about the U.S. and its allies launching a series of airstrikes on Syrian 
military targets last Friday night.  This was in response to what is believed to be a Syrian-backed chemical weapons 
attack on its own citizens.  This action has received both praise and criticism from both sides of the aisle; some say 
President Trump needed Congressional approval to carry out the action, others say it was an appropriate response to 
a human rights atrocity, and others support the action but say we still need a coherent Syria policy.  Al also talks 
about what may be next in Syria.  In the last segment of this hour, Al visits with Brian O’Neel to look at the new 
Museum of the Bible, which opened mid-November of 2017.  The museum is just a short walk away from the 
Smithsonian and Capitol Hill.  Spearheaded by Hobby Lobby’s Steve Green, the museum contains artifacts from all 
over the ancient world.  It’s built by Evangelicals and clearly reflects an Evangelical understanding of Scripture.

05 10 2018 at 1600   Kresta in the Afternoon   120 minutes   Broadcaster, journalist, author and public speaker, Al 
Kresta takes a closer look at current events, issues, and ideas.  Al interviews Derya Little to talk about the trial of 
Andrew Brunson, an American pastor imprisoned in Turkey on accusations of collaborating with the 2016 Coup.  
Pastor Brunson appeared in court once again on Monday, but after 12 grueling hours his hearing was once again 
postponed to July 18, and he has been sent back to prison.  The most recent trial featured more “secret witnesses” 
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and, even more bizarre, the claim that a video he received of a middle Eastern dish is evidence that he is 
collaborating with rebels.

In the second part of this hour, Al interviews Paul Kengur to take a look at how the communist movement has 
“duped” the West throughout history.  The New York times recently ran a column honoring the birthday of Karl 
Marx.  As we’ve seen in other places, many people today remain enthralled with the communism, and either 
overlook or dismiss the millions of dead it has left in its wake.

In the second hour, Al talks with Victor Gaetan about Catholic Life in Korea.  “Miracle” was the word used by 
Korean policy makers and bishops alike to describe the April 27 peace summit between South Korean President 
Moon Jae-in and North Korean Chairman Kim Jong Un, which yielded a join commitment to end the 65-year 
conflict on the peninsula and remove nuclear weapons threatening the 80 million people who live there.  Catholic 
life in Korea is growing and vibrant.  

In the second half of hour number two, Fr. Jeffery Kirby joins al to continue their discussion on the theology of the 
Beatitudes and how living the beatitude in everyday life can lead to great happiness.

05 15 2018 at 1600   Kresta in the Afternoon   120 minutes   Broadcaster, journalist, author and public speaker, Al 
Kresta takes a closer look at current events, issues, and ideas.  In the first hour Al interviews Fr. Bob Dowd about 
the violence against Christians in Nigeria.  Two recent massacres of Christians by the Fulani herdsmen in Nigeria 
left a total death toll to the year into the hundreds.  It is believed that Christian deaths at the hands of the Fulani now 
outnumber Boko Haram, one of the world’s most infamous terrorist groups.  When Nigerian President Muhammadu 
Buhari visited the White House last month, President Trump urged him to do more to curb the violence.  In the 
second half of this show, Kim Phuc, a Napalm girl who survived one of the most iconic and chilling photographs 
ever taken, as it shows a young girl shrieking in fear and pain, arms outstretched, a dark cloud of napalm billowing 
in the background, said that all these years later that the bombs led her to Christ.

In the second hour Steve Ray  joins Al to talk about the United States officially moving its Israeli embassy to 
Jerusalem, which happened yesterday.  The decision has been highly divisive, and protests yesterday in Gaza 
exploded into violence that left dozens dead.  Al & Steve Ray talks about what the Christian population thinks about 
this decision.  In the second half of this hour Al talks with Jennifer Roback Morse about healing family breakdown 
as she runs a workshop in Ann Arbor, Mich., that addresses this issue.  Every family in America has  been affected 
by the breakdown of the family.  The culture that promotes divorce, hook-ups, cohabitation, abortion and 
pornography has left countless broken families in its wake.

06 07 2018 at 1600   Kresta in the Afternoon   120 minutes   Broadcaster, journalist, author and public speaker, Al 
Kresta takes a closer look at current events, issues, and ideas.  In the first hour, Al takes a look at the Kent State 
shooting that took place in May of 1970.  When shots rang out on Kent States campus on May 4, 1970, Dean Kahler 
was just a curious student wondering what all the protests were.  He was struck by a bullet and lost the use of his 
legs. He joins Al to talk about this experience.

In the second hour Al interviews Dr. Paul Kengor about Robert F. Kennedy.  It was 50 years ago, June 6, 1968 that 
Robert F. Kennedy was brutally removed from the national stage by the hand of an assassin.  He is considered to be 
the most devoutly Catholic of the Kennedy family.  They talk about politics, faith and more.  In the second part of 
this hour, Al talks with Dr. Peter Williamson.  In the Book of Ephesians, St. Paul writes that ministers are given to 
us to prepare Gods people for works of service so that the body of Christ may be built up until we all reach unity in 
the faith and in the knowledge of the Son of God and become mature, attaining to the whole measure of the fullness 
of Christ.
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